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U.S. position befbre, during and after these marathon LOS negotiations.
Perhaps along the 1vay, I also can shed some liglit on how iind why wc
got oui»elve» int<> this rather complexjurisprudential tlix.

>or' <lie  >ilici  ! text in tl>e final articles;<nd rrl<itr<i 'ba< kgr»un<i do< »ments, see T! e Ln>  of
I  >< S«  , I N     York: l.><>it . d Yi> iioris, t963, Sales n», F>�.v.sd

Setting the Stage
For the past several centuries the worM's oceans have been predom-

inantlv governed by t>vo fundamental principles, First, the oceans can be
used bv all, for any peaceful  read, non-aggressive! purpose, short of a
national claim to sovereignty. The only liinitation to this principle, de-
scribed as the "f'reedorn of the high seas," is that the act ivitv must be
undertaken with reasonable regard for similar rights of other users. The
area in which this principle is applicable is called the regime of the "high
seas," This regime has historicallv included all ocean areas seaward of a
3-mile band of coastal waters, 'I'he second principle, in contradistinction
to the first, is that coa»tal states mav ~ercise complete jurisdiction and
control over this narrow band of water adjacent to their coast, a regime
termed "territorial seas. Other nations have no rights in these "territo-
ria I sca»," except for the right of "innocent passage" which permits
ships of all nations to traverse foreign territorial waters without prior
not ifiication or approval,

A fundiimental point that will arise later in the discussion, is that
these two oceanic regitnes which are deeply rooted in cu»tomarv law-
tcrritorial seas aiid high seas were designed to maintain a balance be-
tween the legitimate needs of coastal states on one hand, and the legiti-
mate need» of maritime nations, on the other, In myjudgment, a cardi-
iial principle flows from this historic approach: No nation may
unilaterallv make or enfbrce a claim that upsets this balance without
violatiiig historic principle» of cu»tomary international law. It cannot be
viewed as an accidet1t of historv that the 3-mile limit for territorial seas
left a high seas corridor through virtuallv all international straits. By
c<>ntrast, a 12-mile territorial sea would eliminate the high seas corridor
in more than 200 international straits. For centuries many of these nar-
row passages have been used as essential arteries in the exercise of inter-
ocean naviga t ional rights.

In the immediate post World War II period, however, these tradi-
tioiial principles began to be buffeted by the high winds and heavy seas
c>fchange.

Manv commentators argue, with some validitv, that a significant
catalv»t for change was the 1945 Truman Proclaination in which the
United States claimed exclusive jurisdiction and control over the re-
sources of the continental shelf,s As the reader is aware, the U,S, conti-

-' Cer<ani authors conclude that the 3-mile territorial sea limit stems from a centuries old
"cannon-shot" rule. That is, a nation could not clair» areas bevond that which it could
control bv its shor < batteries � the <naximum range at that time heing 3 miles. It is safe to
assume, hosvever, that the pragmatists representing the great maritime powers had other
considerations in mind as well, not the least of which was the mamtenancr of high seas
<or<id»ra through k<w international ~ traits.
' Iixeci>ti> e Order  >S33 of 2a September, ia4S proidde<i in pertinent part: "the Governn>ent
of the United States regards the natural resources of the subsoil and seabed of the continen-
tal shelf beneath the high seas but contiguous to the coasts of'the unite<i States as apper-
taining tn the United States, subject to itsjurisdiction an < control."



nental shelf extends, in most areas, well beyond the territorial sea. Al-
though the claim is to the resources, not to the area itself, this distinction
was either lost or ignored bv other coastal nations determined to pursue
their particular interests. OAen their assertions took the form of territo-
rial sea claims over broad expanses of ocean areas off their shores.

The situation was exacerbated by the absence of any forrnal interna-
tional agreement which established the maximum breadth of the territo-
rial sea. Driven by perceived resource or security needs, coastal states
were thus emboMened to argue that they were free to establish broader
limits than those previously recognized by customary international
laws.4 Often these states made the point that their actions were simplv a
variation on a theme established by the United States in the Truman
Proclamation.

Apart from the Trunian Proclamation, there appeared to have been
an insatiable desire among many coastal states to bring large ocean
areas under their control for political as well as practical purposes. It
was simply easier and more politically fulfilling to proclaim complete
jurisdiction over a broad territorial sea than it was to limit their claim to
a specific functional purpose. It is my opinion that � with or without the
Truman Proclamation � the problem of proliferating territorial sea
claims would have arisen generallv as it did. It was spawned by competi-
tion for ocean resources, concern for emnronmental protection, national
security considerations and last but not least, plain old domestic agy.an-
dizement, The Proclaination merely served to widen the crack in the
flood gates.

It is worth noting that the functional approach taken by the United
States in the Truman Proclamation was a legitimate at tempt to perfect a
limited coastal claini without disturbing traditional high seas freedom.
This approach made sense then as it does now. Indeed, a mere 13 years
later, it was codified in the 1958 Convention on the Continential Shelf.

The 1982 Convention extends the same functional approach to sev-
eral newly codified regimes. For example, it permits a claim to all ocean
resources in a 200-mile "Exclusive Economic Zone" but limits the
breadth of territorial seas to 12 miles. It is also significant to note that
the Convention delineates certain heretofore "high seas" navigational
rights in international straits overlapped by "territorial seas." Thus, the

4 A prime example ni'this phenomenon arose oui of the 19S2 Santiago Oeclararion. In ii
i.hile, Ecuador and Peru agreed io exrcise exclusive sovereignty and jurisdiction over the
oceans nff'their respective coasts io a distance of ZOO miles. Although the verba!ization of
their assertions carried the appearance of a territorial sea claim, their actual thrust was
<lirecied io the resources in the area, particulariv fish. The Declaration is reprinted in Hear-
intrc before the  'nrrnnitiee of Mercfizrntlvinrine arid Fisheries on HR. 9584, House of'Repre-
sentatives, Said Congress, 2nd session, July 2, f954, pp. 33-34.

historic jurisdictional purity and functional polarization of both the high
sea and territorial sea regimes have been blurred.'

To place these developments in perspective, it is important to
understand some of the history of the post WW II struggle to codify the
law of the sea, and in particular, efforts to establish an internationally
agreed breadth of the territorial sea. Since its earliest history, the United
States has been a staunch supporter of the 3-mile liinit. It is understand-
able, therefore, that the diffusion of state practice in this regard was a
source of considerable concern.

In the early 1950s, the International Law Commission  ILC! of the
Uiiited Nations began an effort to cixlify the law of'the sea in a compre-
hensive manner. In 1956 the Commission adopted a set of proposed
tr catv provisions which fortned the beginning point for the First U.N.
Conference on Law of the Sea, which convened in 1958. It is significant to
note that a majority of'the ILC concluded in the commission's 1956 re-
port that, although custom and practice were no longer uniform with
regard to the breadth of the territorial sea, international lan would per-
mit a claim up to 12 miles.r

Thus, the entire U.S. delegation to the 1958 conference realized it
would be extremely dificult to obtain wide international support for a 3-
mile territorial sea. At the opening of thc session, 21 states still claimed
the traditional 3 miles, but bv then 39 states claimed territorial seas in
excess of 3 miles. In the face of'this formidable reality, the United States
proposed that the conference adopt a coinpromise of a 6-mile territorial
sea, with an additional 6-mile fisheries zone. When an agreement failed
on this, and all other similar proposals, the United States made it clear
that it would continue to adhere to its 3-mile claiin and would not recog-
nize other claims in excess of 3 miles."'

The Second U.N. Conference on Law of the Sea, which convened in
1960 for the primary purpose of resolving the territorial sea issue, like-
wise failed to reach agreement. Again, after agreement failed, the United
States announced adherence to its original 3-mile position.

' See part III, Section 2 ni the IikS2  ;nnventinn. This interspersing of "zonal' claims and
"iimciional" rights, unless prudentlv implemented, could be a source oi'confusion and con-
f'rants iion. ttnder this approach it rs tmporiani io bear in mind thai international ocean
aieas take on certain natinnal characteristics and.bv the same iokeii, national regimes
assunie certain international characteristics.

s Cited in Lewis Alexander, editor, Lzrrv of the srnr ~shore Boundaries and zones  r.nlum-
bus: Ohio State Universin' Press, 1967! p. 1S1.

At the end of the conference Arthur Dean, Chairman of'ihe U,S, Delegati<m stated: "Ii is
the renew of my Government, . that the 3-mile rule is esiablished international law; that ii
is the onlv breadth of territorial waters on rvhich there has e'er been anvihing like common
agreement; and that unilateral acts of states claimiiig p'eater territorial seas are noi only
nni sanctioned bv ant~ principle of international law but are indeed in conflict ivith the
universally accepted principle nf the I'reedom nf'ihe seas." Deparimeni oi'Stale Bulletin,
No. 980, APril r, 1 sxs, Pli. 574, 57S-5R!.



On the heels <if these failures, territorial sea claims in excess of

3 miles continued to prolif'crate. Furthermore, as wi11 be discussed later,
pressures were building in Cony ess for the United States to claim exclu-
sivejurisdiction over fisheries, at least to a distance of 1Z miles off
shore � a right historically tied to the territorial sca.

Accordinglv, bv 1965 there was a perceived need in the Defense De-
partment for an urgent "zero-hase" study to rethink these maritime is-
sues to see If a workable, cost-efIective solution could be found that

would pr eseive historic high seas freedoms and at the same time accorn-
moda te competing maritime and coastal state interests.

Changing Navigational Practices
Accordingly, upon my arrival for duty in the Peri agon in 196.'i, I

was assigned to a working group which was tasked, as a matter of high
priority, to look into these law of the sea developments, Developments
which of course, were of great interest and concern to the U.S. Navy.

At the time of mv arrival the Navy>s operational practices were
changing. In the past, U.S. naval units had routinely operated in areas
between 3 and 12 miles off foreign shores. But by 19b5, the Navy had
begun to limit more frequently the high seas operations of its units to
areas beyond 12 miles. The primarv reason for this, was the desire of the
Departments of Defense and State to avoid a point of potential friction
and confrontation. The logic was simple: Why complicate our relations
with these states, and prejudice other important foreign policv interests,
by exercising high seas rights  as distinguished from the more limited
right of innocent passage! simply to demonstrate what was considered
to be an obvious legal right. It was understood, of course, that our units
would operate in these contested areas between 3 and 12 miles if na-
tional security considerati<ins requir ed.

It is important to note, however, that these self-imposed constraints
had no impact on the Navy>s navigational practices in international
straits, including those overlapped by claimed territorial seas. Straits
continued tobe fully utilized in a manner that could be legally justified
only if the traditional restrictions of "iiinocent passage" were not appli-
cable. That is, the broader traditi<inal high seas right of navigation�
which includes the right of'submerged passage and overflight � could be
exercised. Under the traditional rules of'innocent passage in territorial
seas, submarines are required to navigate on the surface and show their
national flag � and there is no right of overflight.

Manv international lawyers considered at the time, that these
broader navigational rights could be legally exercised in straits only if
they comprised high seas," The logic of this, of course, dictated strict

adherence to a policv of not recognizing territorial sea claims in excess of
3 miles. The Navv was therefore caught in a dilemma; On the one hand,
it was important to avoid disputes by continuing its de facto acquies-
cence to 12-mile claims in non-critical iiavigation areas, but on the other
hand, it was vital not to weaken its legal position vis a vis international
straits which ivere overlapped bv such claims.

In practical terms, what we observed was that the routine naviga-
tional needs of the U.S. Navy could be met if:

~ U.S. surface, sub-surface and air units could enjoy traditional
high seas rights in ocean areas beyond 12 miles from foreign
shores,

~ Such units could exercise similar rights for the purpose of na-
vigating on, under, or over international straits, and

~ Surfaced units could engage in innocent passage in territorial
seas generally.".

Our examination of the operational practice of certain of our allies
and the Soviets convinced us that, in a de facto sense, those nations were
similarly situated. The Soviets, for example, although ofhcially recogniz-
ing the right of a state to claim a 12-mile territorial sea, frequently oper-
ated submarines submerged through international straits overlapped by
such 1Z-mile claims.

Post World War II practice of states recogruzed what law of the sea
lawyers had not. International straits had emerged as a separate de facto
regime because of practical necessity. Territorial sea claims up to 12
miles were acceptable eLcept where they overlapped international
straits. I carne to the rather startling legal conclusion that these practices
were su&ciently widespread to have brought about a cliange in custom-
ary law. It followed that many maritime nations, including the United
States, ivere asserting a lawtul but, as yet, unarticulated navigational
right in international straits � in contrast to their assertion of a more
limited right r><s a vis territorial seas generally, As mentioned previously,
in portions of territorial seas which did not comprise an international
strait, maritime nations were seemingly content to abide by the tradi-
tional rules of innocent passage.

As it turned out, the next 18 years were consumed in an effort to
svnchronize this perceived reality with the machinations of international
lawyers and policy makers who were involved, in ever increasing num-
bers, in the effort to articulate and codify the law of the sea in what > at
times, seemed to be an endless number of ways.

19SS C<><>v<'«<i<><i on the Territorial Sea an<I the Contiguous Zone, Articles 2 and I 4.

" As ra<' as ! a«> aware, at that time there divas n<> or5cial articulation <>f the legal basis f'u<
<!is<in<><>ishi»<> b<'t<v«''<> <>a>s~tir <>aj rights i<> international straits arid terri<aria! seas <>e<>-
<'rn!lv. It appears the Pre<:<i>:e simply rejected <he <iecessity <>f such acii<i<y <>«.'1<>din<, 'f e-
quent <>swiga<io» within 3 miles <>f one or both I>r<>m<>n«>ries i<> straits.





Fortunately, a key plenary vote on a provision that would have rc-
<Iuired I>rior authorization for warship passagein territorial seas failed
tn obtain the necessarv twn-thirds vote for approval. It should be noted
parenthetically, had this provision required both notification and autho-
rization, it might have received the necessary votes for approval. In any
case, because of'this turn of events, specific reference to warship passage
in tcr ritorial seas was omitted in the tinal text, Thus, it was possible to
argue that a remaining provision, dealing with innocent passage for "all
ships," was applicable, by negative pregnant, to warships. It is more ac-
curate to conclude, however, as evidenced by the debate 24 years later at
the Third U.N. Law of the Sea Conference, that the opposing sides simply
reserved their respective position.

The 1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone
addresses the question of navigation in international straits only indi-
> pctlv. It provides that the right of innocent passage in territorial straits,
as opposed to territorial seas generally, cannot be "suspended." Passage
is gcnerallv's defined in the Convention as innocent "sa long as it is not
prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the coastal State." But,
as pointed out previously, the basic question of whether warships were
eiititleil ti> the right of innocent passage in territorial seas generally was
not settled infnrmallv by the negotiations, much less affirmativelv codi-
fied.

As the 1958 conference demonstrates, regrettably, discussion and
articulation nf'maritime issues at a formal international conference of'-

teii c;iuse as many probli.ms as thev solve. I have discovered that nations
frecluently prefer not tn be "pinned down" on a point of Iaw dealing with
sensitive maritiine matters, especially when thev impact on the vital na-
tional sccuri ty and economic interests of those nations.i'7

Mearnvhile, avvav from the conference table, the United States and
 >ther maritime powers continued to exercise their perceived right oi'in-
nocent passage in territorial seas generally and what amounted to a high
seas f'reednm of navigation through international straits.

"' is.'w Convention o» the Territi>r>al Sea and ao»iiguoi>s zone, Article 16.

Tt>i ri are also Practical reasi»>s u. hv natk»>s are i>ften reluctant '.i> make tirm commit-
ments i» a treaty. As pointed nut t>v Ar thur Dean in particular reference to the Iaw of the

s conferences: "There is ai> ui>iiersia»<4btc reluctance o>i the part of national govern-
ments s> e»ier into ugreemei>ts wiih other ci>u>ii»es t>i»dins them irrevncabiv ti> future
actin» or i»act>oi>. Circumstances, science, a»it techni>lo>s change, and nations should >iot
ahvavs assume obligations into the indefinite future far better or for worse. As a general
rule, the> efvre, most nations prefer to work»ut ad hoc arrangements with other countries
rather than io enter into f >rrnalagreer>ie>its which may prove u»dulv restrictive i>> the liight
of later k»o>vledge."

Dc@» is quoted»> I»terrmtio»al Law studies, U.s. Naval war college, volume 61, 1980,
t>. 4ti5. It should t>c emphasized that the other alternative to e»!ighte>>ed treatv avoidance,
ivhirh we have seen too trodi>ent!v, is for nations to preserve their flexibi/ity bv entering
inin trraiirs >vhirh are pug>0m fully vague.

Gaps, ambiguities and all, the 1958 territorial sea convention came
into force in 1964 as a binding multilateral treaty. It was our practice in
1965, therefore, to cite it whenever possible, as an authoritative blue-
print for the Navv's maritime conduct. In order to do this, in light of the
navigational rights asserted by the United States and other maritime
powers, it was necessary to adopt at least one of three interpretative ap-
proaches:

~ The concept of non-suspendable innocent passage in straits,
as used in the Convention, had a content different from inno-
cent passage generally. That is, it was intended to be mare
akin to a high seas nai~gational right, which had historically
accrued to warships as well as commercial vessels.

~ Or, the Convention's navigational provisions were legally aI>-
plicable nnlv in the context of a 3-mile territorial sea, The
United States, of course, emphasized this point officiall at
the end ofboth the 1958 and 1960 Conferences.

~ Or, all issues of warship navigational rights were beyond the
scope of the convention, as evidenced by the negotiating his-
tory and lack of specific addressal in the agreed text.

The Soviet Union having recognized 12-mile territorial seas and hav-
ing adopted legislation restricting the right of innocent passage of war-
ships in its tei ritorial seas was, as a practial mat ter, stuck with the first
interpretative approach � if it wanted to maintain that its warships pos-
sessed navigational rights in straits overlapped by 12-mile territorial
seas. I suspect that the Soviets did not fullv consider this question at the
time, because their entire negotiation thrust through 1958 was coastal
oriented. It soon became clear, however, Admiral Garshkov was chang-
ing that orientation.

As a footnote to this storv, one might ask, how could the United
States have proposed a 6-mile territorial sea in 1958 and again in 1960
without addressing the straits issue? Recognizing that a 6-mile territorial
sea would overlap 53 kev straits, the question is far from academic. I
have asked many people whn were directly involved in the negotiations
and have yet to receive a f'ully definitive answer. My best guess is that
they deterniined there was no reasonable likelihood of successfully nego-
tiating the straits issue, considering the diplnniatic realities existing at
the time, The U.S, delegation could hav'e concluded that solving the
breadth of the territorial issue would be, at least, halfa loaf. And, after
all, the straits question was being handled, albeit on a low visibility
basis, through the process of customary state practice.

The fbllowing were the major conclusions of mv analysis completed
in the summer of 1966:

~ The U.S, Navv was not violating the 1958 Convention nn the
Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone by continuing its navi-
gationaI practices in intcrnationat straits. This would be the
case, even if the United States were to accept the general
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proposition that coastal states may legally assert a 12-mile
territorial sea.

~ I rejected the notion that by recognizing 12-mile territorial
seas the United States would, ipao facto, be legally bound to
recognize all the attributes that were historica]ly applicable
to 3 mile-territorial seas. As, for example, rules relating to
innocent passage or neutralih. All such at tributes had to be
examined on their own merits, to determine whether their

applicati<in to a 12-mile territorial sea upset the historic bal-
ance of'rights between coastal states and maritime powers.
In other words, constraints on high seas freedoms that made
sense with a 3-mile territorial sea had to be examined on a

case-by-case basis, to determine if they made sense, presup-
posing a 12-mile claim.

0 In the event coastal states agreed that their 12-rriile claims
would not prejudice historic navigational rights in straits, it
seemed to me that such cIaim» should be viewed as reason-

able and consistent with emerging customary law, On the
other hand, for example, if coastal states insisted that, be-
cause of their expanded claim, the right of submerged tr<siisit
and overflight were thereby terminated in straits, an appro-
priate response ivould be to reject the entire cIaim.

~ To make the best of a difhcult and ambiguous legal and po-
litic<sl situation, it was considered that the United States

should pursue what I termed a "double de-linkage" policy.
That is, de-link the concept of territorial seas from fisheries
and resource interests, following the contiguous zone and
continental shelf pr ecedents. And secondly, de-link the issue
of navigational rights in straits from the general issue of the
breadth of the territorial sea.

It seemed logical that all international straits, absent internationally
agreed exceptions, should be treated unifbrmlv. As a matter of principle
and practicalitv, straits are critical to the navigational interest» of the
international community regardless of' the distance from promontory to
promontory. It makes lit tie sense to speak of one regime for a strait 5
miles wide as opposed to one 10 miles wide,

My first opportunity to express some of these thoughts in public
came at the first conference of the I.aw of the Sea Institute held at Kings-
ton, Rhode Island in June, 1966. In a paper entitled "Freedom of Naviga-
tion," I stated, inter alia,

Recognizing that one of the sources of international law is the
custom and practice of'states, it seems clear that the United
States is approaching the point in time, when it will be difll-
cult, if'not impossible, to maintain that a state may not legiti-
mately claim, in accordance with accepted principles of'inter-
national law, a territorial sea belt in excess of three miles, up to

ll

twelve miles. It is this growing practice of states which, in my
estimation, requires a reappraisal of the territorial sea con-
cept.«

After discussing the general nature of the problem, I mentioned the
first element of the de-linkage approach:

One possible solution to the territorial sea dilemma is to create
special zones of limited jurisdiciton without increasing the ter-
ritorial sea claim itself, Such jurisdiction might be for the lim-
ited purpose of preventing foreign intelligence activities or fish-
ing,'s

The conclusion, however, that engendered the most contention at
the time involved the second de-linkage element. In this regard I suggest
the following:

Another possible solution that bears analysis is to negotiate, on
a multilateral or bilateral basis, for the maintenance of high
sea passageways through international straits. This would per-
mit extensions of the territorial seas without unduly jeopardiz-
ing the mobility of our naval forces..., However... interna-
tional safeguards would necessarily have to be established...
as a substitute or Quid pro duo to the protection afforded
coastal states by the present concept of innocent passage.~o

Over the vears I have been criticized for "re-inventing" international
law to suit the needs of the U.S. Navy, The simple truth is, however, if
"law of the sea" is not to be observed in the breach, it must take into

account the widespread practices of the maritime community, which
confirmed the continued importance of such rights notwithstanding
growing acquiescence to 12-mile territorial sea claims generally.

While confessing to being result oriented, I have never believed that
a cost-effective solution to the fulfillment of national interests in the light
of changing circumstances, could be found in unilateralisrn. This is not
to be confused, however, with the firm and frerluent exercise of rights in
accordance with established operational patterns, which is entirely ap-
propriate. It is important to bear in mind that the U.S. Navy did not
suddenly undertake any new activities in international straits. Whatever
the legal theory, what the Navy had in mind was simply to continue the
same practices it had come to rely on as part of its post WW II global
defensive strategy.

As mentioned pre~tously, when dealing with important maritime
issues, states are oAen reluctant to codify the rules explicitly. Thus, in
certain instances the pattern of state practice is the best, if not the only,

'" r.elvis Alexander, editor, La<v of rh<. Sea: OfbhoreBo«rrd<rries arrd Zones  Columbus:
ohio state Urriiwrsitv pres», 1967! p. 1sz.

'" Ibid�p, 193.

zo Ihid.,p. 194.





nize that in dealing with law of the sea matters in the United States, one
must constantly remind himself that he is involved in an arena of com-

peting political, economic and national securitv interests both
domestically and internationally � interests that must be accommo-
dated, or, if'one wants to undertake a mission impossible, overridden.

The Russian Connection

The turning point in Soviet maritime policy cannot be dated pre-
ciselv, but undoubtedly an "agonizing reassessment" was well underway
by 1965, 'I'his should not come as a surprise. By that time, under Admiral
Gorshkov's leadership, the Soviets were weH along in the development of
a formidable blue water navy. One might ask, would not this have been
the case in anv event, in view of their massive world-ranging fishing
fleets and merchant marine. The answer is no. These interests did not

require the preservation of submerged navigation or overflight rights in
international straits. It was the Soviet Defense Ministry that modified,
indeed, dramatically reversed, the traditional Soviet xenophobic, coast-
allv oriented, maritime policy. As indicated previouslv, the last signifi-
cant international manifestation of'the old policy was at the negotiating
sessions of the 1958 Geneva LOS conventions and at the abortive 1960

conference.

Needless to sav, the Soviet Fisheries Ministry was deeply concerned
with proliferating fishery zone claims, including, in particular, the U,S.
claim made in 1966. The shared concerns of the Defense and Fisheries

Ministries prompted the Soviet Union to propose in 1967 that a delega-
tio» be sent to the United States to discuss informally maritime issues of
mutual concern. AAer some reflection, the United States agreed to the
proposal. The United States considered that it would be advantageous to
ascertain the current Soviet thinking on several key maritime issues. In-
deed, if a mutuallv satisfactory approach to the territorial sea, straits
and fishery issues could be despised, there was some thinking that it
might constitute a viable basis for a widely accepted international agree-
ment. After several bilateral discussions, the outline of a satisfactory ap-
proach was agreed to, in principle, subject to consultation with out re-
spective allies and other maritime and coastal nations.

'I'he U.S. approach contemplated coverage of only three issues; the
maximum breadth of the territorial sea, a special jurisdictional arrange-
ment in international straits and recognition of limited coastal state fish-
eries jurisdiction beyond 1Z miles, The Soviets were reluctant to see the
fisheries issue raised in a multilateral forum. Agreement was reached,
however, on the other two issues. The approach taken on the territorial
sea issue was to provide for a maximum breadth of 12 miles, except in
international straits. On the latter point, it was agreed that there should
bc an explicit proiision for a high seas corridor through all international
straits that otherwise would be overlapped by territorial seas.
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Although each side proceeded to the point of polling other nations
on the idea, as it turned out, the US/USSR approach was overtaken by
events. Namely, the surging interest of the third world in the creation of
a deep seabed mining regime which wouM codify the "common heritage
of all mankind" concept. It soon became clear that any conference con-
vened to consider law of the sea matters would have to come to grips
with the entire range of outstanding maritime issues,

Whether, absent these circumstances, the USJUSSR approach would
have been viable, is difficult to judge. One thing these discussions did
accomplish, was to gct the Defense Ministry on the Soviet side, and the
Department of the Navy on the U.S. side, moisng in the direction ofan-
other multilateral law of the sea conference. The prospect that, for the
first time, the Western and Eastern blocs would not lock horns on these
navigation issues, was considered reason f'o r cautious optimism. On the
other side of the coin, there is reason to believe that our bilateral agree-
ment on these navigational issues, albeit quicklv abandoned as a basis
for an international conference, caused the third world to place great
emphasis on the "package approach" at UNCLOS III.

Deep Seabed Mining: A Navy Perspective
Were it not for a host of intractable seabed mining issues, the 1982

Com ention would be entitled the 1977 Convention, The abilitv, indeed.
the political will to compromise at the negotiating table, was compli-
cated by the fact that the last five vears of negotiations dealt almost ex-
clusively with this isolated set of issues.

Not only did deep seabed mining issues delay completion of the
work of the conference but, as it turned out, it was the inability t<> reach
agreement on these issues that, in the eiid, caused the United States not
t > sign the Convention. It is no small irony that the need to create a
seabed mining regime was originailv an American idea, introduced, in
part, because of our involvement in the Vietnam war.

Many authors correctly relate the commencement of serious inter-
national discussion of' the seabed mining problem, particularlv in the
United Nations, to the well-known Note Verbale delivered by Ambassa-
dor Pardo of Malta in a speech to the General Assembly in August,
1967,'i He expressed concern over the lack of established international
rules for military and exploitative use of'the seabed. Ambassador Pardo
argued that developed countries, because of their technological edge,
would probablv be the first to claim large areas to their own advantage,
thus unfairly limiting the access of underdeveloped nations to the great
wealth of the seabed. Accordingly, he recommended that the United Na-
tions declare the seabed beyond national jurisdiction as an area requir-

'2 United Nations, Cw>>eral Assembly, A»»ua  Report of the Sec».*tary Ger>eml, Official Rec-
ords, 23nt pression, supp. 1  A/7201!, 1968, t>p. 4s-46.
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ing special international regulation and control, fashioned to protect the
interests of underdeveloped nations. Thus, seeminglv was born the con-
cept of "common heritage of mankind." The challenge since that time
has been to find a universally acceptable, operational meaning to that
lr>f'ty sr>unding concept.

Actually, the idea for some form of international regulation of the
r leep riceaii seabed resources was floated in the United States more than
a vear before Ambassador Pardo's famous U.N. speech. It ofBcially sur-
fhced in a Presidential speech given at a commissioning ceremony of a
U,S. oceanographic ship in July, 1966,

By 1965, there was a well-established, albeit informal, group of
occanographers, scientists, and corporate representatives in the United
States whn were looking into the exploitative potential of manganese no-
dules, 'I'hese mineral rich nodules, which look like weathered lumps of
black coal behveen the size of a baseball and a marble, had been located
in huge quantities over several large areas of'thc deep seabed. Some of
these "pioneers" and "visionaries" felt thtit international law, as it pres-
entlv stood, was nnt sufhciently specific to cope with the problems that
would arise if commercial exploitation was undertaken. Others felt that
the cause of world peace would be served if an international organiza-
tion assumed jurisdiction over this "lawless" area. Those schooled in the
arena of land mining found it dificult to envision an ocean mining ac-
tivity iri the absence of a place to "file a claim." With these considerations
in mind, the group had circulated several informal papers pointing out
that some form nf'international discussion or negotiation to solve these
problems might be warranted,

In a rcport published in May, 1966, the Commission to Study the
Organization of Peace recommended that the ocean areas bevnnd na-
tional jurisdiction "be vested in the international community through its
agerirv, the United Nations."ss Reasons cited included the need to regu-
late military activities, and the need to ensure an equitable allocation of
profits froin ocean exploitation  read, revenue sharing!. In other words,
sr>me of the profits would go to deserving countries and would proi~de
an independent source of'income to the United Nations. Although this
was a study conclucted by a private organizatir>n that had no oflicial gov-
ernmental standing, it received considerable attention in the national
and international maritime community.

Perhaps having in mind the pre-publication work of the Coinmis-
sion, at about the same time, a White House Conference on International

Cooperation proposed that the mineral resource of the seabed beyond
national jurisdiction be renewed as the "common propertv of mankind." It
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is clear, however, that the participants in the White House Conference
envisioned exploitation by national or private entities. They concluded,
irr ter a/ia,

... producers must have exclusive mining rights to areas that
are suAiciently large to permit them to operate economically
and without fear of congestion or interference. And if rights are
tobe granted f' or resources that are the common propertv of
the world community, then decisions on the allocation of these
rights or on the methods of acquisition must be made within
the framework of international lavv. A specialized agency of
the United Nations would be the most appropriate body for ad-
ministering the distribution of exclusive mining rights,~

Interestingly enough, another totally unrelated consideration our
increasingly unpopular involvement in Vietnam was prompting U.S,
decision makcrs to look for internationally attractive diplomatic initia-
tives that could serve as a counter-point. As the reader will recall, this
was a difficult period for the United States. Opposition to our involve-
ment in the war was growing domestically and internationally. Several
presidential advisors considered that an internationalist posture on the
issue of deep seabed mining might be helpful in this context. As it was
informally expressed to me at the time, it would provide an opportunity
for the President to make a positive, non-confrontational "splash."

These various interests converged in July, 1966 when President
Johnson included the f'ollowing language in his speech at the commis-
sioningg ceremornc

...under no circumstances, we believe, must we ever allow the
prospects of rich harvest and mineral wealth  nf the deep
ocean seabed! to create a new form of colonial competition
among maritime nations. We must be caref'ul to avoid a race to
grab and hold the lands under the high seas. We must ensure
that the deep seas and the ocean bottoms are, and remain, the
legacy of all human beings.»

It can be seen that, at least on the surface, the position taken by
Ambassador Pardo a year later was remarkably similar to that seem-
inglv taken by President Johnson. I say "seemingly taken" because the
truth is, the U.S. position had nnt been firmly estabhshed. Certainly the
Defense, Interior and Commerce departments had not taken a position
in support of international oivnership or control of the mineral resources
of the deep oceans. The Assistant Secretarv of the Navy was echoing the
position of State and Interior Departments when he stated to a Congres-
sional committee in the Fall of 1967:

... it is much too earlv in our knowledge and understanding of

-' This rvirs a rr search aaifiate of'thr i Jnitvd Natirszs Association of the Unr tert States of
Anrerica. Thc Ass<>cjstion report svas publishert in Hew Dirrrermiarrs for the Uarrr'r! ivariorg~r
the Prohlerrrs of the ¹rt Decade  Dnhbs Ferrv. NY.: Octana, 1966! 1 7th repor t, p. 6736.

-s  p»ote t ia Lewis Alexander, ediior,!mw of rtrr Sea; Offihnre Borrrrdrrriesrrrrrf Zones  Cr>-
lumhus: OhiO State universih' Press, iaar! p. i77.

~' Weekly CanqailanOn Of PreSidential DnCumentS, 18 July 1966, Ij. 931.
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the nature of deep ocean resources and of the technology that
will be required to exploit them for us to consider major legal
eluestions regarding its exploitation and owner. hip, certainly
too earlv for us to think that we would know what we were
doing if we were to take action to vest control of ocean re-
sources in an international E!ody in a specific way,~r'

As a matter of fact, the question of how the United States should
deal with these fundamental issues, was the subject of continuing inter-
agency wrangling for the next 16 years,

Although the Navy had hoped to proceed along the lines of the US 
USSR approach previously discussed, bv 1968 it became clear that the
seabed mining issue was here to stay. By 1970 we realized that, for better
or worse, if there was to be any multilateral negotiation, all these issues
had to be addressed at a single conference. Perhaps it was a rationaliza-
tion, but we perceived that, if handled correctly, several advantages
could accrue from coming to grips with the seabed issue, This was the
assumption, of course, that national access would be preserved. First,
the creation of'an international mining regime would tend to stop the
seaward march of coastal state clainis and, second, it would impede na-
tional claims to sovereigntv over areas of the deep seabed that might oth-
er~vise be asserted bv mining states,

In any event, by this time, informal consensus was emerging, both
domestically and internationally, that the United Nations should once
again sponsor a multilateral law of the sea conference to address all
maritime issues, real and imagined. Although there was vacillation up to
the last minute, the United States in December, 1979, supported a U,N.
res<ilution calling for a law of the sea corlfererlce to negotiate a treaty
dealing with navigation issues, the continental shelf limit, fisheries envi-
ronmental matters, dispute sct tlcmcnt, as well as deep seabed mining.
Thus was launched the most complex and time-consuming multilateral
negotiation in modern history.

The Navy's position during this period was to defer to the other de-
partments and agencies on the technical details of the seabed mining
regime which was being negotiated with ever-increasing vigor at UN-
CLOS III. This was subject, however, to it being clearly understood that
anv regime agreed to must, �! afford reasonable national access to the
resources, and �! not interfere with the right to enjoy a full range nf
high seas freedoms.

With regard to the first point, I should state parenthetically that
from 2965 until 1982 neither the Navy nor the Joint Chiefs of StaA'were
acting out of a concern for national access to manganese nodules, per se.
For several reasons, deep seabed mining for nodules was not considered

-'" u.s.  '.ongress, House camminee on Foreign Affairs, The Uruted Na jinns arM the Lssue of
Deep Acenn Resourres  washington; U.s. GmA. printing office, 2966! Report No. 99s, p.
188,
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tobe essential from a national security perspective. In any event, it cer-
tainly was not considered a viable alternative to strategic stockpiling of
essentia  minerals, Instead, the interest and concern was a matter of'fun-
damental principle: no nation or its nationais should be denied reason-
able access to the international areas of'the oceans including the seabed.
It was considered to do so would weaken the historic doctrine of free-

dom of'the high seas.

The Question of Archipelagos
Anv discussion of navigational issues of concern to the U.S. Navy

from 1965 onwarel would be incomplete without a short commentary on
the impact of archipelagic claims.

Indonesia, the Philippines and other island nations have long con-
sidered that they were entitled to a special territorial status bv virtue of
their conglomeration of islands. Their prirnarv rationale was that their
"territorial integrity" could be properly maintained onlv if all waters en-
closed by a line around their outer-most islands were viewed as internal
waters. They argued, iri principle that these waters should be viewed in-
ternatiorially as being under their complete jurisdiction and control. In
commenting on a 19K> draft rcport of the International Law Comrnis-
sion, the Philippine representative expressed a view that was hyicaI
when he stated:

... all waters around, between and connecting differerrt is-
lands... irrespective of their width or dimension, are neces-
sary appurtenances of its land territory, forming an integral
par't of' the national or inland waters, subject to the exclusive
sovereignty of the Philippines... in case of archipelagoes or
territory composed of many islands like the Philippines, which
has many bodies of water enclosed within the group of islands,
the State would find the continuity ofjurisdiction withiii its
own territory disrupted, if certain bodies of water located be-
tween the islands composing its territory were declared or con-
sidered high seas.~"

Because of'the strategic location of these claimed "archipelagos"
and the vast high seas area involved, it is understandable that these
claims were of great concern to the Navy. Until 1969, and well after that,
officially, the Navy firmly opposed discussion of any compromise. Its po-
sition was that such claims were patently illegal and required no recog-
nition by other states.

It was one thing to proclaim full navigational rights in the area, but
it ivas quite another to fullv exercise them. With the dramatic improve-
rnent in our relations with Indonesia in the 1960s there was constant

pressure to find a practical way around the problem. Our base agree-

United Nations &>cument, A/cN.4/99, pp. 28-29,
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ments and good relations vvith the Philippines complicated and, indeed
impeded anv exercise of navigational "rights" in its claimed archipelagic
waters. Thus, in thc long term, a de facto pattern of acquiescence could
be fore»een. Furthermore, it was considered that it would be extremely
difIicult to entirely dismiss the logic of their arguments in the context of
an international conference.

Actually, the situation vvas similar to the territorial sea problem. By
the late 1960s international diplomatic and political realities were such
that the question was not how to stop these claims but rather, how to
influencc their ultimate character. The challenge at this point wa» to
identify a mutuallv satisfactorv method that would preserve historic nav-
igational rights in the critical routes of passage  meaning key straits and
their approaches!, so as to open the door to some form of compromise.

As a member of a U.S. delegation, I i~sitedgakarta in the summer of
19h9 to participate in exploratory laiv of the sea discussions with Indone-
sian representatives. During the talks the delegation adhered to the long
standing U.S. legal position that there was no current basis in interna-
tional law for an archipelagic claim. The question was raised informallv,
however, as to whether Indonesia, in the context of a widely accepted
intern«tional regime, would acknowledge the need to preserve the inter-
national right of warship navigation and overflight through important
straits aiid sea lanes in their region of'interest.

If there is one nation that deserves credit f' or translating this concept
f'rom an example of outrageous unilateralism to a generallv recognized
legal coiicept, subject to certain residual international rights, it is Indo-
nesia. Through an cxtrcmelv well-conceived and executed diplomatic of-
fensive over the last quarter of a century, Indonesia built an ever-widen-
ing base of support. In a series ofborder negotiations, Indonesia wa»
able to obtain de facto recognition of its claim by the surrounding states.
Working closely with other island states, such as Mauritius, Bahamas,
Fiji and the Philippines, Indonesia played a leading role in securing ex-
plicit recognition of'the archipelagic concept in the 1982 Convention.

In my opinion, both the archipelagic and maritime states deserve
credit f' or reaching agreement on a balanced approach at the UNCLOS III
riegotiations. Archipelago» are recognized within caref'ully described
limits, as is the concomitant freedom of navigation and overflight in im-
portant archipe]abc sealanes. The Convention provisions are, of course,
only a blueprint. 'I'he determination as to whether anything positive has
been accomplished in the lang term ivill have to await the implementa-
tion pha»e.

A» a collateral matter, it is of'interest to note that one of the states of

the United States Hawaii � has more than a passing interest in the
"Iaw" of archipelagos. The neutrality Decrees of the King of Hawaii is-
sued in Mav 18~>4, and May 1877, claimed as within its jurisdiction all
ivatcrs of"... all the Channel passing betweeii and dividing said islands
from island to island; and all ports, harbors, bavs, gulfs, estuaries and
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arms of the sea cut offby lines drawn from one headland to another."
It is, of course, beyond the scope of this paper, but I should observe

in passing that emerging international law will clearly have a profound
impact on Hawaii's unique position. In this regard, the archipelagic pro-
visions of the 1982 Convention might serve not only as a guide for sorting
out the respective rights and duties of interested nations, but also as a
departure point in the further delimitation of the rights between the
State of Hawaii and the federal government.

Outcome of UNCI OS III

As mentioned, the U.N. General Assemblv voted ovenvhelminglv in
1970 for resolution calling for the convening of a Third U.N, Conference
on the Law of the Sea  UNCLOS II I! . The U,S. Navy's negotiating goals
developed in light of the resolution included the following:

~ maintain freedom of navigation and overtlight through
straits and archipelagos

~ establish maximum breadth of national sovereignty at 12
miles

~ maintain right of innocent passage for warships in temtorial
seas

~ avoid restrictions on historic high seas freedoms in all ocean
areas beyond natioiial sovereigntv

~ maintain reasonable national access to thc resources of the

seabed in all ocean areas beyond national jurisdiction
Formulation of the negotiating goals was relatively simple. The dif-

ficult part was to develop negotiable formulations that fulfilled these
goals but, at the same time, addressed the concerns and interests of
other nations, As the negotiations proceeded, ambiguities on these criti-
cal issues crept into the text, Thus, toward the end, a fundamental ques-
tion was raised: At what point is it better ta live with no agreement than
to operate under vague provisions that, in certain instance», do little
morc than preserve opposing positions, In the concluding section I shall
discuss this problem and its implications for the orderly implementation
of the navigational regimes contemplated by the 1982 Convention.

Straits and Archipelagos
With regard to navigation issues involving straits and archipelagos,

the interesting thing about the hnal UNCLOS III text is hoiv closely it
mirrors ongoing state practices. Certainly, the Navy would have pre-
ferred the 'high seas corridor" approach to international straits in order
to clearly characterize riavigational and concomitant jurisdictional rights
in these critical areas. Diplomatic realities, however, forced the United
States to begin to move away from this position of'legal clarity several
years before the conference conducted its first negotiating session in Car-
acas.

Informal discussions with manv nations during the 1968-1970 time
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frame made it clear that the preferred US/USSR approach of retaining a
high seas corridor through international straits would have been ex-
tremely difficult to successfully negotiate. It is significant to note, how-
ever, that the primary objection did not bring into question the funda-
mental right of navigation and overflight. Without intending to prejudice
these fundamental rights, many coastal states considered "territorial" ju-
risdiction to be necessary to protect the special environmental, fishing
and safety interests of'the littoral states. In an effort to respond to these
concerns, in 1971 the United States proposed the following provision
which presupposed key straits would be overlapped by the regime of ter-
ritorial seas:

In straits used for international navigation between one part of
the high seas and another part of'the high seas or the territorial
sea of a foreign State, all ships and aircraA in transit shall enjoy
the same freedom of navigation and overflight, for the purpose
of transit through and over such strait, as they have on the high
seas. Coastal States may designate corridors suitable for transit
by all ships and aircraft through and over such straits. In the
case of straits where particular channels of navigation are cus-
tomarilv employed by ships in transit, the corridors, so far as
ships are concerned, shall include such channels.

The approach taken in the final text approved in 1982 is, I believe,
entirely consistent with the 1971 language proposed by the United States.
In distinction to the more limited rrght of innocent passage in territorial
seas generally, the 1982 convention provides in article 38 that, "In straits
... all ships and aircraft enjoy the right of transit passage, which shall
not be impeded..." The article goes on to provide that, "Transit passage
means the exercise... of freedom of navigation and overflight solely for
the purpose of continuous and expeditous transit of the strait..." To
ensure that the interests of the coastal state are protected, Article 39 pro-
vides that ships and aircraft, while exercising this right, shall refrain
from any threat or use of force against the states bordering the strait and
shall generally refrain from any other activities other than those incident
to their "normal modes" of transit.

Legal writers have raised the question as to whether these provi-
sions recognize the right of submerged navigation through straits. From
the perspective of the United States, at least, the phrases "freedom of
na~~gation" and "normal mode" clearly indicate that such a right does
exist. The intention was to recognize that the high seas right of naviga-
tion was incorporated into the regime ofstraits, notwithstanding the
fact such straits were entirely overlapped by territorial seas. There was
no deception in this regard. To my knowledge, all delegations under-
stood that the United States and other maritime powers would attach
this meaning to these provisions. In the final analvsis, perhaps the most
compelling argument for this interpretation is that it accurately reflects
the long-standing practice of virtually all maritime states.
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A similar approach was taken in the case of archipelagos. The final
text provides for the right of "archipelagic sea lane" passage that, as a
practical matter, is identical to the right nf "transit passage" in straits.
Article 53 prides that all ships and aircraft may employ the right of
"archipelagic sca lanes passage" which means "the exercise in accord-
ance with this Convention of the rights of navigation and overflight in the
normal mode solely for the purpose of continuous, expeditious and
unobstructed transit..." As in the case of straits, the approach taken is
reflective of ongoing maritime pr actice.

The concomitant element of the 1982 Convention, of course, is ex-
plicit recognition of the right of coastal states to claim territorial seas up
to a breadth of 12 miles and the right of certain island nations to estab-
lish straight baselincs enclosing their claimed archipelago.

Breadth of the Territorial Sea

As mentioned prei~ously, it was the continued proliferation of
broad territorial sea claims that propelled the United States toward the
negotiating table for the third time in 15 years. As it turned out, there
was overwhelming agreement from the outset of'the UNCLOS III negoti-
ations that the maximum territorial sea limit should be 12 miles.

It >vill be recalled that the 1956 report of the International Law
Commission, with the supporting vote of the U.S member, concluded
that a state may lawfully claim a territorial sea up to 12 miles. 'I'here is
little evidence, however, that the ILC considered the potential impact of
such claims on vital navigational rights in international straits and on
fundamental issues of neutrality and belligerency, Although it was
clearly understood that their report dealt solelv with peacetime issues,
the ILC report begs the question of what impact such a newly recognized
regime would have on the rights and duties of nations involved in armed
conflict on the one hand and those that choose to remain uninvolved on
the other.

It is not unreasonable to assume therefore, that this prestigious
group considered these rights and duties would be left functionally un-
disturbed by the broader territorial sea claims. In other words, the Com-
mission implicitly proceeded on the basis af a legal hypothesis that the
internationally agreed attributes of a 3-mile territorial sea do not, fpso
facto, carry over to a 12-mile claim. A hypothesis I believe tobe histori-
cally, legally, and practically sound.

In am event � and this can not be emphasized too strongly � this
viewpoint was a fundamental premise that underlav the Naw's willing-
ness to recognize 12-mile claims. Numerous internal discussions to
which I was privv, proceeded on the assumption that the United States
was legallv bound to recognize such claims only to the extent historic
peacetime and wartime rights were reasonably accomodated by the
state asserting the claim. Take, for example, the closure of a territorial
sea as an assertion of a neutral right, Under appropriate circumstances,



assertion of such a right makes sense for a state with a 3-mile territorial
sea, and r>f course, is recognized as a lawful measure by the 1907 Hague
conventions. On the other hand, application of the same rule by a state
with a 12-mile territorial sea, if the impact were to close a kev interna-
tional strait to belligerents, makes no sense at all.

As emphasized by the International Court of Justice in the Norwe-
gian Fisheries case:

The delimitation of sea areas has always had an international
aspect; it cannot be dependent merely upon the will of the
coastal State as expressed in its municipal law. Although it is
true that the act of delimitation is necessarily a unilateral act,
because onlv the coastal State is competent to undertake it, the
validity of the delimitation with regar d to other state» depends
upon international law,~

Where straits are involved, the approach taken by the Lrnited States
vfs a vis the Panama Canal in the course of the First World War wouM
appear, in the absence r >f agreement to the contrary, to reflect a reason-
able and appropriate response. Nohvithstanding its neutral status a U.S.
proclamation in 1914 made provision f' or the use of the canal and its
approaches by the warships ofbelligerents as well as prizes of'war. No
restriction was placed on the passage of merchant ships of anv nation-
alitv carrving contraband of war. Of course, once the United States en-
tered the war, it prr>hibited the use of the Canal bv all ships of thc enemy
or its allies.

I believe that such an approach would be entirely consistent with
several centuries af'maritime precedent and practice that ha» sought to
maintain an equitable and prar.t ical balance between the rights and du-
ties of maritime and coastal nations in wartime as well as peacetime, In
either circumstance, no state may unilaterally impose constraints that
unreasonably upset this balance.

The- President's statement of March 10, 1983 must be read in this
light. In this regard he stated:

The United States is prepared to accept and act in accordance
with thc balance of'interests relating to traditional uses of the
oceans such as navigation and overflight. In this respect, the
United States will recognize the rights of'other State» in the wa-
ters off their coasts, as reflected in the Convention, so long as
the rights and freedoms of the United States and others under
international law are recognized bv such coastal States,'s

Innocent Passage of%'arships
The issue as to whether warships were entitled to the right of inno-

cent passage in territorial seas, was a topic of intense debate at the 1958

tr>ternati'>r>sl Cr>r>rt ofJ>>st>r.'e, Reports ofJr>dgments, 1951  The Hay>e! I>. 1sz.

~'> Ttre White House, Office r>f the Press Secretary> March 10, 1983.

Conference. Although the language of the 1958 convention on the territo-
rial sea seems to give "all ships" this right, the negotiating record makes
it abundantlv clear that the delegates to the 1958 conference were unable
to reach a meeting of minds on this seemingly intractable question.

Manv of the competing arguments raised in 1958 were again aired
in the cr>ur»e of UNCLOS III negotiations. As one of those involved in the
climactic maneuvering on this sensitive issue at the last negotiating ses-
sion of the conference, I can at test to the vigor of the debate, Several
amendments which would have required prior notification and authori-
zation for the entrv of'warships into foreign territorial seas were idgor-
ouslv pursued, literally up to the last minute. When it became clear that
the United States and a significant number of'other nations were firmly
opposed. and, if the issue were pressed further, it would come to a
vote the amendments were withdrawn. The president of the confer-
ence read from the chair a statement bv thc sponsors of the amendment»
to the efI'ect that tlie withdrawal should not be viexved as acquiescence
on the issue. It is nonetheless fair to state parentheticallv � had the issue
come to a vote, the proposed amendments would have failed. Had it
been otherwise, it i» doubttul the proposals would have been withdrawn.

The fact also remains that the 1982 text as it noiv stands, supports
the conclusion that warships do possess the right of innocent passage-
otherrvi»e, all thejousting over the ameridments vvr>ulr] have Eieen uiiriec-
essarv. Several of'the proscriptions in Article 19 relating to the exercise of
innocerit passage, clearly deal with activities connected with the opera-
tion of warship». As, for example, the exercise or practice with weapons
and the launching, landing or taking on board of'aircraft.

As a postscript, in an unpulilisheci comment, the president of thc
conference, Ambassador Koh stated at the Duke Universitv Symposium
on Law of the Sea, October 30, 1982.

Dr, Pardo  during his address the previous evening! said,
amongst other things, that the Convention is not clear on the
rights of'warship» to enjoy the regime of innocent passage
through the territorial sea of coastal states. W'ith all due respect
to Dr. Pardo, I think the Convention is quite clear on this point.
Warship» do, like other ships, have a right of innocent passage
through the territorial sea and there is no need for warships to
acquire the prior consent or even notification of the coastal
state.

Two additional f'acts are perhaps more compelling evidence of the
present state of international law on this issue than rs the above cited
negotiated history and related rhetoric, First, U.S. warships and those of
r>ther maritime nations have exercised this right foryears without signifi-
cant objection fr om coastal states. And secondly, the Soviet Union, a long
standing arch opponent of the principle, recently amended its national
law» to recognize explicitly the right of innocent passage of foreign war-
ships in its territorial seas.
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Navigational Rights in Areas
Beyond National Sovereignty

The 1982 Convention divides ocean areas beyond national sover-
eignty into two regimes the traditional high seas and the exclusive eco-
nomic zone  EEZ! which extends 200 iniles from the baseline from
which the territorial sea is measured. The EEZ is characterized as an

area beyond national sovereignty because coastal state jurisdiction and
control is limited to the resources of the area not the area itself. If this

were not the case, there would have been little point in limiting the terri-
torial sea to 12 miles.

The fact remains, failure of the Convention to characterize the EEZ
as high seas created an unfortunate ambiguitv. The conference delegates
gleefullv indulged in a diplomatic "cop out" pointing out that the area
had to be viewed arri qer~ris that is, unique under emerging international
law. It was somehow to be distinguished from territorial seas on one
liand, and high seas on the other. My personal conviction is that the bot-
tom line in all of this, was the desirc of some coastal state delegations to
leave open the argument that national claims to sovereignty out to 200
miles were valid.

0 Article 58 of the 1982 Convention provides, inter alia:
In the exclusive economic zone, all States... enjoy... the
freedoms rcferr ed to in article 87 of navigation and overflight
and of the laiing of'submarine cables and pipelines, and
other internatioiraiiy lawful uses of the sea related to these
freedoins...

~ Article 87 provides, inter alia,
The high seas are open to all states�.Freedom of the high seas
... comprises, infer alia, both for coastal and land-locked
States:

a. freedom of navigation
b. freedom of overflight
c. freedom to lav submarine cables and pipelines
d. freedom to construct artificial islands and other installa-

tions....

e. freedom of fishing
f; freedom of scientific research

These f'reedoms, of'course, must be exercised with due regard for
tire interests of other States in their exercise of the freedoms of the high
seas. In so providing, the convention simply reiterates a principle well
grounded in customarv law of the sea.

As f;ir as freedom of navigation is concerned, it can be seen that
there is no material difference between the regime of the high seas and
the EEZ. The onlv difference in the latter case pertains to limitations on
the freedom of scientific research and resource extraction activities

xvhich are placed under the control of the coastal state, As the language

of the convention is constructed, freedom of navigation in these areas
comprehends the continuation of the freedom to conduct a wide range
of military activities such as training exercises, normal deployrnents, in-
telligence collection, surveillance, ship and aircraft maneuvers, oceano-
graphic surveys and routine fleet movements for national security pur-
poses, All such activities, of course, must be undertaken with due regard
to rights of other users.

When discussing military activities in connection with law of the
sea, it is important to keep in mind that it was clearly understood by
those who participated in the negotiations, that legal issues relative to
the deployment or use of naval forces as an extraordinarv measure of
self-defense was beyond the scope of the 1982 Convention.

National Access to Deep Seabed Resources
It will be recalled that the Navy's primary interest in this issue was

one of principle. As a practical matter, any deep ocean mining operation
in the near or mid-term was considered to be extremelv unlikely because
of the huge costs involved, and projections that new technologies would
have a significant impact on the identifiable mineral requirements of the
United States and other industrialized nations. Nonetheless, retention of

a reasonable right of national access to such resources was considered to
be a logical and essential attribute to the fundamental principle that the
seas are open to all nations.

As a practical matter, it appeared then as it does today, that there is
a vast and ever-growing supplv of deep ocean nodules. Thus, a mining
actiinh by one nation or group of nations would not exclude others in
other words, there are sufficient nodules for all who wish to exploit
them. It is, perhaps easier to place nodules in an "inexhaustible re-
source" categorv making them clearly exploitable as a reasonable exer-
cise of a freedom of the seas � than it is to place fish in such a category.
As an exercise of a freedom of the high seas, however, a miner could
claim superior rights in a mine site only to the extent it was being
worked. Rights to the site would vest bv virtue of "occupation", rights to
the nodules would vest by virtue of "possession." In this sense, it would
be as illegal to interfere with an ongoing mining operation, as it would
be to interfere with a high seas fishing activity.

Because of the locational nature of nodule mining activities, many
U.S, industry representatives considered that some form of international
registrv was warranted. Such a system was the prirnarv ingredient of the
U,S, proposal until 1976. At that time Dr. Kissinger, then Secretary of
State, proposed the "parallel" svstem bv which individual nations and
the international community, through a UN mining enterprise, woiild
have equal access to mine sites. The final text of the convention generallv
reflects this approach, It goes on to provide, however, that after a certain
period of operation, the "rules of the game" could be changed, if univer-
sal agreement was possible, by a three-fourths vrite of parties to the Con-
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vention. This, among other aspects of the regime, was fundamentally
unacceptable to the United States because it raised the possibility of a
preemptive removal of our national access.

I believe it serves little purpose to dwell on the problems and poten-
tials of the rather intricate deep ocean nodule mining regime contained
in the 1982 Convention. Certainlv at present, the issue is academic. If'my
prediction is correct that new technology xaMI radically change the entire
field of metallurev, including the relative cost and composition of strate-
gic allnvs, this portion of' the Convention will, in the final analysis, proba-
blv assume an internationaI relevance comparable to that of the 1902
Balloon Convention,

The "Package Deal"
After a marathon negotiating effort over a period of 10 years, it is

understandable that manv nations greeted the last minute decision of
the United States not to sign the 1982 Convention with a degree of con-
sternation. As it was clear the U,S, objections were directed to only one
portion of the Convention text � deep seabed mining � a feeling was
generated that the United States intended to "pick and choose" the good
and the bad out of'the Convention. This was considered to be a violation

of' the spirit and intent of the "package deal," a concept which was con-
sidered by rnanv to be fundamental tn the negotiations.

Ambassador Koh, the President of UNCLOS III accuratelv summ~-
rin d these views, when he stated at the closing session:

The second theme which emerged from the statements  of
many delegations! is that the provisions of the Convention are
closely interrelated and form an integral package. Thus it was
not possible for a State to pick what it likes and to disregard
what it does not like. It was also said that rights and obliga-
tions go hand in hand and it is not permissible to claim rights
under the Convention without being willing to shoulder the
corresponding obligations.

At the initial negotiating session in 1974, the conference adopted
rules of procedure which included a so-called "gentleman's agreement."
Designed to ameliorate the tyranny of the majority, it provided:

'I'he Conf'erence should make every effort to reach agreement
on substantive mat ters by way of consensus and there should
be no voting on such matters until aH efforts at consensus have
been exhausted.

This agreement, of course, caused even the agreed text to remain
open ended � including the navigational portions that had been fully ne-
gotiated by 1977. Thus, in a negotiating context, it is true that the entire
convention could be properly viewed as a "package deal." In a way, the
gentleman's agreement served its purpose, as there was no vote on sub-
stantive matters until the very end of the Conference. Various imagina-
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tive d~iscs were employed to keep the negotiations moving and avoid
deadlocks: f'requent informal negotiating sessions, the f'ormatinn of in-
formal groups of like-minded states, numerous inter-sessional meetings,
the use of informal drafting groups and plain old fashioned horse trad-
ing in the corridors,

The "package deal" approach was not unique to this Conference.
Indeed, for better or worse, virtually all international negotiations pro-
ceed along the lines of an "all or nothing' approach, What was perhaps
unique to this conference, was the large number ofbroad-based institu-
tionalized "give and take" arrangements, procedures and forums. This
approach to treaty making, however, carries a significant price tag � it is
difficult if not impossible to determine the level of true international
support fbr any particular article based on its own merits, Thus, even if
the Convention were to be ratified by all nations, prior to the implemen-
tation of'an article through an established pattern of state practice, in
practical terms, its viability must be subject to some question.

There is, however, a vast difference as to how a treatv is negotiated
and how it is implemented. The "package deal" has an entirely different
meaning in each instance. As emphasized, while a treaty is being negoti-
ated, entirely unrelated sections and articles can be, and frequently are,
used for trading purposes. This was certainly the case at UNCLOS III.

On the other hand, during the implementation phase it makes sense
to link only provisions that are functionally related. For example, the
provisions establishing the archipelago concept are functionally related
to those that deal with archipelagic sealane passage. Both must be im-
plemented simultaneously to maintain a balanced maritime regime. Or-
derly implementation of the regimes contemplated by the 1982 conven-
tion can be accomplished only if the "package deal" is seen in this light,
The nnn seabed portions nf the 1982 Convention should be viewed as
containing a discrete number of"packages" each with its mvn temporal,
as well as substantive and procedural issues that can be effectively dealt
with only as separate initiatives.

During the course of the law of the sea negotiations U.S. representa-
tives frequently made the point that functional linkage was the key to the
development and implementation of'a stable international maritime re-
gime. For example, in its report of the second session, the U.S. delegation
stated:

The idea of a territorial sea of 12 miles and exclusive economic

zone bevond the territorial sea up to a total maximum distance
of 200 miles is, at least at this time, the keystone of the compro-
mise solution favored by the majority of the States participating
in the Conference... Acceptance of this idea is of course de-
pendent on the satisfactory solution of other issues, especially
the issue of passage through straits used for international navi-
gation,  and! the outermost limit of the continental shelf...
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The U.S. delegation report of the third session included the follow-
ing observation:

Negotiation of a balance of rights and duties in the 200-mile
economic zone is onc of the most important elements of a sat-
isfactory package,, a substantial consensus continues on a
territorial sea of 12-miles. There appears to be a strong trend in
favor of unimpeded passage of straits used for international
navigation as part of a Committee II package.

The impact of the package deal has frequently been raised in con-
nection with the decision of the United States not to sign the convention,
Generally speaking, whether or not the convention were viewed as a
package deal, the United States as a non-parh could not assert any new
rights created thereunder. On the other hand, to the extent the Conven-
tion articulates customary law, continued enjoyment of such rights
should not be viewed an assertion "under the Convention" in violation of

the package deal.
In any event, it is to be hoped that such a collateral issue not stand

in the way of fair and balanced implementation of the navigational pro-
visions and that it ~scull not be used to link them, in a post negotiation
context, to the functionallv extraneous deep seabed mining issues.

Where Are We?

Where Are We Going?
A distinguished international law scholar, Mixes McDougal ob-

served in 1966;

I thinkit mav take a hundredyears for the law of the sca to
recover from the last two international conferences �948 and
1960! which dealt vi~th it  special fisheries zones! and I would
regard the immediate call of another conference as an unmiti-
gated disaster.

Was he right? It's a close call, but I believe on balance, the 1982
Convent ion can serve as an effective blueprint for the progressive de-
velopment of customarv law of the sea in the next 20 years.

Unless one keeps in mind the inherent limitations of' the multila-
teral treaty-making process, it is easy to be disappointed with the out-
come of UNCLOS III. The truth is, nations are rarely ivilling or able  be-
cause of domestic political constraints! to explicitly resolve fundamental
securitv or economic issues through the treaty process. Frequently states
are willing to acquiesce to certain international practices  the maritime
environment is a prime example! but at the same time, are unwilling to
agree to their explicit coditication. In this light, the ambiguities in the
navigational portions of the Convention should not be a source of sur-
prise or alarm.

It is totally unrealistic to think that a U.N, sponsored multilateral

conference such as UNCLOS III could be negotiated like the WW II peace
settlements. Anvthing resembling unconditional surrender under the
auspices of the U,N. is out of the question, Onlv where genuine con-
sensus exists on a discrete issue can such a treaty be explicit. Under the
prevailing circuinstances and considering the agreed rules of procedure
including the "gentleman's agreement," there was no choice but to nego-
tiate UNCLOS III essentially from a "no win � no lose" standpoint. This
meant that controversial issues had to be laced with sufficient ambiguity
to ensure that interested nations retained adequate wiggle room,

It follows that all the United States could reasonably expect from the
conference was to:

~ avoid any explicit repudiation of the navigational practices it
had come to relv on for economic and national security pur-
poses.

~ lav the foundation for the reconciliation of the "access" inter-

ests of the maritime community and the "competence" inter-
ests of the coastal states � what I call the blueprint function.

From this perspective, I believe the Conference was successful, What
this means, however, is that UNCLOS III was only the beginning of a
continuing process. The biggest challenge lies ahead. That is, to ensure
that customary law remains consistent with our interpretation of the
"blueprint," through a dynamic program of persuasion and demonstra-
tion.

As has been pointed out, historically there was a clear division in the
ocean milieu between access rights on one hand, and jurisdictional or
competence rights on the other. The former accrued on the high seas and
the latter accrued in a narrow band of coastal waters, termed territorial

seas. This sharp distinction was blurred, however, particularly after
World War II, by various functional claims over fisheries and the re-
sources of the continental shelf.

Consistent with this accelerating trend, what emerged from UN-
CLOS III was a rather detailed codification of the concept of shared inar-
itime access and coastal state competence in the same maritime regime.
It is no longer accurate to conclude that maritime nations have full, un-
regulated access rights to ocean regimes off foreign shores. But, in a sim-
ilar vein, it is equally important to recognize that coastal states do not
possess full jurisdictional competence in such regimes. Thus, under
emerging international law, the juridical status of maritime regimes is
subject to some qualification. Nonetheless, it is generally accurate to
think of waters beyond the 12-mile territorial seas as "international" in
character, and the internal, territorial and archipelagic waters as essen-
tiallv "national" in character,

Because of the approach taken, it is not surprising that the exclusive
economic zone not having the full characteristics of the regime of high
seas � was viewed as oui generis. Likewise, the portion of territorial seas
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that overlap international straits and the portion of archipelagic waters
that comprise sea lanes, should be viewed as having a specialjurisdic-
tional status, having many of the characteristics of an international re-
gime. The view that international wa tenvays possess a unique jurisdic-
tional status is not of recent origin. In the S.S. Wimbledon case, decided
bv the Permanent Court of International Justice in August, 1923, the
court stated:

... the use of the great international waterways, whether by
belligerent men-of'-war, or by belligerent or neutral merchant
ships carrving contraband, is not regarded as incompatible
with the neutrality of the riparian sovereign.

Speaking of the Panama and Kiel canals, the court went on to say:
Moreover they  the canals! are merely illustrations of the gen-
eral opinion according to which when an artificial waterwav
connecting two open seas has been permanently dedicated to
the use of the whole world, such waterwav is assimilated to
natural straits in the sense that even the passage of a belliger-
ent man-of-war does not compromise the neutrality of the sov-
ereign State under whosejurisdiction the waters in question lie.

Afler the negotiating dust settled, it is fair to say that significant
agreement was reached at UNCLOS III  with varying levels of support for
any particular item! on the existence, in principle, of the fbllawing navi-
gational rights:

~ The right of innocent passage for all ships, including war-
ships in territorial seas generally.

~ The freeelom rrf naisgation for all ships, including warships,
and the freedom of overflight for all aircraft, including mili-
tary aircraf't, on, under and over international waters over-
lapped by terr itorial seas and in archipelagic sea lanes.

~ AII high seas freedoms in areas bevond the 12-mile territorial
se<s, subject to explicit exclusions such as exploitative activi-
ties or scientific research in the exclusive economic zone.

Some rvriters maintain that the freedom to navigate through inter-
national straits, termed "transit passage" in the 1982 Convention, is a
new and unique right. This concIusion is based on two premises, both of
which are wrang.

The first premise, is that the rule applicable to international straits
codified in the 1958 territorial sca convention is, i pso facto, applicable to
straits overlapped bv 12-mile territorial sea claims. The 1958 rule was
agreed to, however at a time when the United States and a significant
rnrmber of other nations considered the maximum legal territorial sea
breadth to be 3 miles. In riew of the overwhelming impact af a 12-mile
claim  as opposed to a 3-mile claim! on historic navigational rights in
straits, absent explicit agreement to the contrary, the 1958 rule can be
logically viewed as having had application only to straits less than 6
miles wide.
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'I hc second premise is that there is insuH>cient maritime practice to
support the existence of a customary right similar to "transit passage."
There seems to be a natural tendency to assume that it is impossible f' or
a legal right ta exist in the absence of its articulation in an international
convention. The fact is, the concept of transit passage as codi6ed in the
1982 Convention mirrors, in all essential respects, long standing mari-
time practice in international straits. Over a period of sever al decades
kcv coastal states  including those bordering straits less than 6 miles
wide! have acquiesced in both submerged navigation and overflight. In
this regard, the point has been made that customary Iaw could nat de-
velop ivith respect to submerged navigation because the coastal state
would be unaware of such transits. As one senior of5cial of a littoral

state put it, however, "Unless one believes in lei~tation, the conclusion is
inescapable that submerged transits have taken place in international
straits ivith a high degree of frequency."

Although legal interpretative arguments are important, it is also
important to recognize certain realities. It is simply unrealistic, and per-
haps counterproductive, to interpret the 1982 Conventiorr, or any other
treaty for that matter, in a way that prejudices the vital interests of a
state, This is not intended to sound gunboatish. But as Professor McDou-
gal has often pnirrted aut, international law has no purpose other than to
serve the individual and shared needs of the state.

As a practical matter, it makes little sense to maintain that the
United States or any other maritime state should cease to exercise its
rights in international straits, absent a showing that such needs are not
compelling <md that the vital interests of the littoral states are thereby
prejudiced. The fact that the practice has gone on f' or decades without
siyxifrcant controversy, and the fact that the 1982 Convention provides
f' or such a right in straits, is ample evidence that this is not the case.

In 1983 the President issued an important statement concerning the
maritime policv of the United States He stated:

... the United States will exercise and assert its navigation and
overflight rights and freedoms on a worldwide basis in a man-
ner that is consistent with the balance of interests reflected in

the Convention. The United States will not, however, acquiesce
in unilateral acts of'other States designed to restrict the rights
and freedoms of the international community in navig<stion
and overflight and other related high sea uses.

This posture was not generated by the decision of'the United States
not to sign the Convention. In 1979, well before the decision was made,
the head of'the U.S. delegation to the Conference, Ambassador Richard-
son stated:

Activities in the oceans by the United States are fully in keeping
with its long standing policy and internatianai law, which rec-
ognizes that rights which are not consistently maintained will
be ultimately last.



Scholars, politicians and diplomats have dwelt long enough on the
issue of signature and ratification of the 1982 Convention, It is time to
change the focus to the real issue of implementation. There are practical
maritime problems that arise every day that must be solved. The non-
seabed mining provisions of the Convention strike a workable balance of
rights between coastal and maritime state interests. A concerted practice
of states consistent with that blueprint is what is needed to maintain
stability in the ocean environment.

Unless and until the Convention is fairlv and effectively imple-
mented, it is not worth the paper it is written on to the people who are
most affected � the nai~gator, the fisherman, the merchant mariner,
and the commanding oflicer of a warship. In the final analysis, is there
anv non-confrontational alternative to the utilization of the 1982 Con-

vention? I think not, Let's recognize it for what it is: far from perfect, but
the best codification of the law of the sea that is presently available,
Whether the Convention ever "comes into force" as a matter of interna-

tional taw is not particularly important, Regardless, it's worth a try to
make it work for everyone.
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